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3. Phyllis Campbell (1891–1974)

Fiona Fraser

Phyllis Campbell is a very interesting composer whose music has only come to 
light since the first volume on piano music. Campbell was an active member of 
Sydney’s Theosophical Society who was clearly influenced by their mystical 
ideas about music. Perhaps because of this, she had trouble obtaining recognition 
outside theosophical circles in her own lifetime. 

Many theosophists were interested in the spiritual significance of sound 
vibrations and overtones, believing that, like the swirl of colours in an 
abstract painting, certain sound combinations could transport an audience to a 
corresponding cosmic plane of enlightenment. It is no accident that Scriabin’s 
so-called ‘mystic chord’ has a close relationship to the harmonic series.1

American composers influenced by these ideas, such as Cowell and Ruhdyar, 
explored the capacity of the piano to produce resonant overtones by developing 
a unique style based on cluster chords, often including fists full, literally, of 
piano bass notes to create the maximum number of overtones.

Campbell experimented with these ideas in a series of solo piano works entitled 
Nature Studies, most of which were written between 1925 and 1928. While 
she does use the ‘mystic chord’, she does not extend to the ‘ultra-modern’ 
extremes of Cowells. She does, however, use other complex aggregate chords 
and chord clusters that she presumably invented while improvising at the 
piano. Her enharmonic spelling is not consistent with any tonal system and she 
frequently writes sharps against flats in a most atypical fashion, suggesting that 
she is focused on finding the ‘right’ sound at the keyboard rather than working 
within the harmonic language that would be relevant for a particular key. Most 
frequently, she chooses chords with added sixths, sevenths and ninths, so, in 
practice, Campbell’s solo piano music is probably more reminiscent of Debussy 
than Scriabin. Unlike Debussy, however, she uses very little melodic material, 
building her piano works on the gradual transformation of sound brought about 
by small, but often surprising, harmonic shifts of a repeated ostinato pattern. 
This is demonstrated in the following example from one of her Nature Studies.

1 The ‘mystic’ chord uses the first six notes of the harmonic series excluding the fifth and repeated notes. 
The relationship between the ‘mystic chord’ and the harmonic series was discussed at length by Scriabin’s 
contemporaries. See, for instance, Clutsam, G. H. 1913, ‘The harmonies of Scriabine’, The Musical Times, vol. 
54, no. 1, pp. 156–8.
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Example 3.1 P. Campbell, A Tree, bars 27–8

Given this technique, it was interesting to see what Campbell would do with the 
addition of a solo instrument.

Campbell herself was a violinist and viola player as well as a pianist, so it is 
no surprise that she wrote extensively for stringed instruments. Her oeuvre 
includes approximately 34 pieces for piano and violin and two for piano and 
viola. Many of these pieces are miniatures with names such as Dreaming Earth, 
Song of the Rain and Day Closes, which are similar in style to her Nature Studies. 
Typical of such pieces is an early piece in her output, Unfolding Rose (1926), in 
which, unusually, the violin is used as a bass instrument, while the piano plays 
in a higher register. Unusually for Campbell, the violin and piano actually play 
in counterpoint, although the left hand plays typical aggregate chords, which 
are basically triads with added notes.

Example 3.2 P. Campbell, Unfolding Rose, bars 4–8

Such counterpoint is unusual for Campbell. Her piano parts are more usually 
chordal or arpeggiated accompaniments. When examined closely, however, the 
violin ‘melody’ is essentially an arpeggiated version of the chords played by the 
left hand. This suggests that even in music for a solo instrument, the music is 
based on harmony rather than the horizontal interplay of different voices.

Campbell, like many of her contemporaries, made numerous folk-song 
arrangements and tried to introduce elements of ‘Australiana’ into her music. 
But even here, Campbell does not conform to the usual sentimental, facile 
treatment of such material. It is not clear whether she wrote these pieces for her 
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own amusement or for an audience, but her peers would have been surprised to 
listen to a piece called Lullaby to a Kookaburra (early 1930s), which concludes in 
a way that would conventionally be considered dissonant.

Example 3.3 P. Campbell, Lullaby to a Kookaburra, final six bars

This example also demonstrates Campbell’s fondness for fourths and fifths that 
are often favoured over conventional triads as common building blocks used in 
her melodies and her harmonic construction. 

In addition to the miniatures there are some more extended works including 
five sonatas for violin and piano (one of which has sections missing), two 
lengthy sonatinas for piano and violin, two ‘phantasies’ for violin and piano 
and a ‘phantasy’ for viola and piano. The first, written in 1924, is her Sonata 
in B minor. Campbell uses the traditional classical/romantic model for writing a 
sonata with four movements

1. ‘Allegretto’ in conventional sonata form

2. ‘Lento non Troppo’

3. ‘Scherzando’

4. ‘Molto Giocoso’.

While it predates the harmonic experiments in her Nature Studies, Campbell is 
clearly struggling with conventional harmony, although she still includes key 
signatures (which she later dispenses with). Nevertheless, the following example 
from the opening ‘Scherzando’ would no doubt have perturbed Alfred Hill, 
who was her composition teacher for a time. It starts with a quirky whole-tone 
theme before settling into a more orthodox harmonic structure and cadencing 
in G major at bar 18.
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Example 3.4 P. Campbell, Sonata in B Minor for Piano and Violin, mvt 3, 
bars 9–15

Her more free-flowing ‘Phantasies’ are some of her most successful works. 
Unconstrained by traditional formulae, Campbell takes a much more rhapsodic 
approach, extending the material in a quasi-improvisatory fashion. Although it 
is unlikely that this work was ever performed in a formal concert in Campbell’s 
lifetime, the added sixths, sevenths and ninths and abrupt chromatic shifts give 
a surprisingly modern sound to the music that would probably make it more 
appealing to contemporary audiences than the predictable music of some of her 
more famous contemporaries!

Example 3.5 P. Campbell, Phantasy for Violin and Piano (1930 version), 
bars 31–3

Her second Phantasy (1933), for violin and piano, is similar in style. It is a 
later piece and Campbell here seems very comfortable in her harmonic world, 
the writing simpler and more free-flowing, with both instrumentalists making 
sweeping runs up and down their instruments. 
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Example 3.6 P. Campbell, Phantasy for Violin and Piano, bars 36–9

The viola ‘phantasy’ was originally labelled a ‘sonata’, confirming that Campbell 
probably turned to writing ‘phantasies’ to free herself from following the 
conventional approach she obviously thought was expected when composing 
a sonata. It begins intriguingly with a theme based on the notes of Scriabin’s 
‘mystic’ chord, but is drafted only roughly in pencil in some places and the 
score becomes quite confused at the end with many crossings out and alterations 
suggesting that Campbell was not sure how to finish the piece. It is marked 
as being ‘incomplete’, but it might be possible to put together a performance 
edition by careful editing of the existing score. 

The remaining three sonatas see Campbell returning to more conventional 
forms and a simplified if not altogether conventional harmonic language. The 
last sonata, dated 1932, is the most interesting as Campbell tries to extend the 
traditional sonata structure with the first two movements flowing into each other 
before any formal recapitulation of the main themes as would conventionally be 
done at the end of the first movement. Rather, the recapitulation is deferred 
until the end of the third and final movement. After a formal statement of 
the initial themes from the first movement, the work concludes with a coda 
marked ‘tranquil’, ‘expressive’ where the main subjects of the first movement 
are restated softly in the violin’s upper register, creating a quasi-mystical effect. 
Here Campbell seems to be trying to combine the more free-flowing technique 
of her ‘phantasies’ with nineteenth-century thematic development techniques. 
In this work, Campbell demonstrates a growing comfort with larger-scale works, 
connecting the various movements thematically to create a unified whole.

The sonatinas (composed in 1931 and 1932) for violin and piano are substantial 
works also, being almost as long as the sonatas and ‘phantasies’ and not 
appreciably easier to play. The first sonatina starts conventionally enough in C 
major with triadic harmony. It is as if Campbell is making a real effort to conform 
to expected tonal norms, but by this stage, her vocabulary has changed, and 
she cannot help but break out into her usual complex chords, or her beloved 
fourths and tri-tones. In addition, the accompaniment is not easy to play, as this 
excerpt from the slow movement, with its parallel fourths, shows.
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Example 3.7 P. Campbell, Sonatina No. 1, second mvt, bars 23–6

The second sonatina likewise begins more conventionally with the first subject 
in C major, although the chordal accompaniment contains the usual added 
notes. By the last movement, however, this work has taken on a distinctly exotic 
flavour with the solo part favouring pentatonic melodies and the accompaniment 
often using parallel fourths and fifths.

Example 3.7 P. Campbell, Sonatina No. 2, mvt 3, bars 66–9

Campbell’s unique compositional style is even more apparent in her songs. With 
more than 100 such songs composed during her most creative period in the 
1920s and 1930s (after which she sadly gave up composing), Campbell must be 
one of Australia’s most prolific composers of art songs. While the titles of some 
of these songs suggest they might be of the more conventional parlour-song 
variety, as with the violin music, there are usually some surprises. For instance, 
the innocuously titled The Bush (1930) is nothing like a traditional folk or bush 
ballad. Rather, the opening is based on the whole-tone scale both in voice and 
in piano parts—something that would have been considered ‘ultra-modern’ in 
her time.
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Example 3.8 P. Campbell, The Bush, bars 1–4

She set an eclectic range of poets including Edith Sitwell, William Yeats, Arthur 
Symons, William Sharp (under the pseudonym Fiona McLeod), Mary and Percy 
Shelley, Alice Meynell, Seumas O’Sullivan, George William (A. E.) Russell, 
James Cuthbertson (Scottish-Australian poet), Ernest Rhys, Maurice Baring and 
James Stephens, as well as German-language poems (Campbell went to school 
in Germany) by Joseph Eichendorff, Martin Greif, Theodor Körner, Goethe and 
Nietzsche. In addition, there are several sets of Chinese and Japanese poems, 
which are set in translation. Although Campbell was herself a poet and later 
published several volumes of poetry, there is no evidence of her setting her own 
poetry.

At times, the poetry inspires adventurous forays into atonality and dramatic 
chord clusters, as shown in the following excerpt from a setting of a Japanese 
poem, The Dragon-Flies (no date given but probably part of a series of Japanese 
poems set in 1928).

Example 3.9 P. Campbell, The Dragon-Flies, bars 1–3

Generally, Campbell’s use of rhythm is quite conventional, and she uses standard 
time signatures, showing a preference for 3/4 and 6/8. She does, however, 
venture into 5/8 in her setting of another Japanese poem, The Fallen Maple-
Leaves (1928), in which differing right-hand and left-hand chords give a bitonal 
effect.
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Example 3.10 P. Campbell, The Fallen Maple-Leaves, bars 1–4

There are many such examples and it would be interesting to know whether 
she had singers prepared to perform such material. Certainly, it seems unlikely 
that she would write so many songs without possible singers in mind, yet such 
material would have seemed quite difficult for singers in her time who might not 
have had much experience with such modern compositional techniques. If the 
songs were performed it was probably at informal home gatherings as there is no 
reference to any public performance of her songs among her papers, although 
there is mention of a small number of performances of some solo piano works 
and at least one of the violin sonatas.

Campbell’s unorthodox style and extensive output demonstrate that the 1920s 
and 1930s were far from being barren in terms of musical creativity. Believing 
in the spiritual nature of all things, she looked to her own environment for 
inspiration. In Campbell’s case, this meant that she needed to invent a musical 
language appropriate to her environment, pre-empting a move by later 
Australian composers to seek inspiration outside the Western harmonic tradition 
to express their engagement with the Australian landscape. There is still more 
to discover about this interesting composer and the circles in which she moved 
and a treasure trove of works awaits performance and recording. 




